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Passing for White, Passing for Black (1991)* 

 

 It was the New Graduate Student Reception for my class, the first social event of my first 

semester in the best graduate department in my field in the country.  I was full of myself, as we 

all were, full of pride at having made the final cut, full of arrogance at our newly recorded 

membership among the privileged few, the intellectual elite, this country's real aristocracy, my 

parents told me; full of confidence in our intellectual ability to prevail, to fashion original and 

powerful views about some topic we represented to ourselves only vaguely.  I was a bit late, and 

noticed that many turned to look at – no, scrutinize me as I entered the room.  I congratulated 

myself on having selected for wear my black velvet, bell-bottomed pants suit (yes, it was that 

long ago) with the cream silk blouse and crimson vest.  One of the secretaries who'd earlier 

helped me find an apartment came forward to greet me and proceeded to introduce me to 

various members of the faculty, eminent and honorable faculty, with names I knew from books 

I'd studied intensely and heard discussed with awe and reverence by my undergraduate 

teachers.  To be in the presence of these men and attach faces to names was delirium enough.  But 

actually to enter into casual social conversation with them took every bit of poise I had.  As often 

happens in such situations, I went on automatic pilot.  I don't remember what I said; I suppose I 

managed not to make a fool of myself.  The most famous and highly respected member of the 

faculty observed me for awhile from a distance and then came forward.  Without introduction or 

preamble he said to me with a triumphant smirk, "Miss Piper, you're about as black as I am." 

 

 One of the benefits of automatic pilot in social situations is that insults take longer to 

make themselves felt.  The meaning of the words simply don't register right away, particularly if 

the person who utters them is smiling.  You reflexively respond to the social context and the 

smile rather than to the words.  And so I automatically returned the smile and said something 

like, "Really?  I hadn't known that about you." – something that sounded both innocent and 

impertinent, even though that was not what I felt.  What I felt was numb, and then shocked and 

terrified, disoriented, as though I'd been awakened from a sweet dream of unconditional support 

and approval and plunged into a nightmare of jeering contempt.  Later those feelings turned into 

wrenching grief and anger that one of my intellectual heroes had sullied himself in my presence 

and destroyed my illusion that these privileged surroundings were benevolent and safe; then 

guilt and remorse at having provided him the occasion for doing so.   
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 Finally, there was the groundless shame of the inadvertent impostor, exposed to public 

ridicule or accusation.  For this kind of shame, you don't actually need to have done anything 

wrong.  All you need to do is care about others' image of you, and fail in your actions to reinforce 

their positive image of themselves.  Their ridicule and accusations then function to both disown 

and degrade you from their status, to mark you not as having done  wrong but as being  wrong.  

This turns you into something bogus relative to their criterion of worth, and false relative to their 

criterion of authenticity.  Once exposed as a fraud of this kind, you can never regain your 

legitimacy.  For the violated criterion of legitimacy implicitly presumes an absolute 

incompatibility between the person you appeared to be and the person you are now revealed to 

be; and no fraud has the authority to convince her accusers that they merely imagine an 

incompatibility where there is none in fact.  The devaluation of status consequent on such 

exposure is, then, absolute; and the suspicion of fraudulence spreads to all areas of interaction. 

 

Mr. S. looked sternly at Mrs. P., and with an imperious air said, "You a colored woman?  You're 

no negro.  Where did you come from?  If you're a negro, where are your free papers to show it?" ... 

As he went away he looked at Mr. Hill and said, '"She's no negro." 

The Rev. H. Mattison, Louisa Picquet, The Octoroon Slave and Concubine: A 

Tale of Southern Slave Life (1861), 43 

 

 The accusation was one I had heard before, but more typically from other blacks.  My 

family was one of the very last middle-class, light-skinned black families left in our Harlem 

neighborhood after most had fled to the suburbs; visibly black working-class kids my age yanked 

my braids and called me "Paleface."  Many of them thought I was white, and treated me 

accordingly.  As an undergraduate in the late 1960s and early 1970s, I attended an urban 

university to which I walked daily through a primarily black working-class neighborhood.  Once 

a black teenaged youth called to me, "Hey, white girl!  Give me a quarter!"  I was feeling strong 

that day, so I retorted, "I'm not white and I don't have a quarter!"  He answered skeptically, "You 

sure look white!  You sure act white!"  And I have sometimes met blacks socially who, as a 

condition of social acceptance of me, require me to prove my blackness by passing the Suffering 

Test: They recount at length their recent experiences of racism and then wait expectantly, 

skeptically, for me to match theirs with mine.  Mistaking these situations for a different one in 

which an exchange of shared experiences is part of the bonding process, I instinctively used to 

comply.  But I stopped when I realized that I was in fact being put through a third degree.  I 

would share some equally nightmarish experience along similar lines, and would then have it 

explained to me why that wasn't really so bad, why it wasn't the same thing at all, or why I was 

stupid for allowing it to happen to me.  So the aim of these conversations clearly was not mutual 

support or commiseration.  That came only after I managed to prove myself by passing the 

Suffering Test of blackness (if I did), usually by shouting down or destroying their objections 

with logic.   
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"The white kids would call me a Clorox coon baby and all kinds of names I don't want to repeat.  

And the black kids hated me.  'Look at her,' they'd say.  'She think she white.  She think she 

cute.'" 

Elaine Perry, Another Present Era (1990), 177 

 

 These exchanges are extremely alienating and demoralizing, and make me feel 

humiliated to have presumed a sense of connectedness between us.  They also give me insight 

into the way whites feel when they are made the circumstantial target of blacks' justified and 

deep-seated anger.  Because the anger is justified, one instinctively feels guilty.  But because the 

target is circumstantial and sometimes arbitrary, one's sense of fairness is violated.  One feels 

both unjustly accused or harassed, and also remorseful and ashamed at having been the sort of 

person who could have provoked the accusation.  As is true for blacks' encounters with white 

racism, there are at least two directions in which one's reactions can take one here.  One can react 

defensively and angrily, and distill the encounter into slow-burning fuel for one's racist 

stereotypes.  Or one can detach oneself emotionally and distance oneself physically from the 

aggressors, from the perspective of which their personal flaws and failures of vision, insight and 

sensitivity loom larger, making it easier to forgive them for their human imperfections but harder 

to relate to them as equals.  Neither reaction is fully adequate to the situation, since the first 

projects exaggerated fantasies onto the aggressor, while the second diminishes his responsibility.  

I have experienced both, towards both blacks and whites.  I believe that the perceptual and 

cognitive distortions that characterize any form of racism begin here, in the failure to see any 

such act of racist aggression as a defensive response to one's perceived attack on the aggressor's 

physical or psychological property, or conception of himself, or of the world.  Once you see this, 

you may feel helpless to be anything other than who you are, anything or anyone who could 

resolve the discord.  But at least it restores a sense of balance and mutually flawed humanity to 

the interaction. 

 

 My maternal cousin, who resembles Michelle Pfeiffer, went through adolescence in the 

late 1960s and had a terrible time.  She tried perming her hair into an Afro; it didn't prevent 

attacks and ridicule from her black peers for not being "black enough."  She adopted a black 

working-class dialect that made her almost unintelligible to her very proper, very middle-class 

parents, and counted among her friends young people who criticized high scholastic achievers 

for "acting white."  That is, she ran the same gantlet I did, but of a more intense variety and at a 

much younger age.  But she emerged intact, with a sharp and practical intellect, an endearing 

attachment to stating difficult truths bluntly, a dry sense of humor, and little tolerance for those 

blacks who, she feels, forego the hard work of self-improvement and initiative for the imagined 

benefits of victim status.  Now married to a WASP musician from Iowa, she is one tough cookie, 
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leavened by the rejection she experienced from those with whom she has always proudly 

identified. 

 

 In my experience, these rejections almost always occur with blacks of working-class 

background who do not have extended personal experience with the very wide range of 

variation in skin color, hair texture and facial features that in fact has always existed among 

African-Americans, particularly in the middle class.  Because light-skinned blacks often received 

some education or training apprenticeships during slavery, there tend to be more of us in the 

middle class now.  Until my family moved out of Harlem when I was fourteen, my social contacts 

were almost exclusively with upper-middle-class white schoolmates and working-class black 

neighborhood playmates, both of whom made me feel equally alienated from both races.  It 

wasn't until college and after that I re-encountered the middle- and upper-middle-class blacks 

who were as comfortable with my appearance as my family had been, and who made me feel as 

comfortable and accepted by them as my family had.   

 

 So Suffering Test exchanges almost never occur with middle-class blacks, who are more 

likely to protest, on the contrary, that "we always knew you were black!" – as though there were 

some mysterious and inchoate essence of blackness that only other blacks have the antennae to 

detect. 

 

 "There are niggers who are as white as I am, but the taint of blood is there and we always 

exclude it." 

 "How do you know it is there?" asked Dr. Gresham. 

 "Oh, there are tricks of blood which always betray them.  My eyes are more practiced 

than yours.  I can always tell them." 

Frances E. W. Harper, Iola Leroy or, Shadows Uplifted (1892), 229 

 

When made by other blacks, these remarks function on some occasions to reassure me of my 

acceptance within the black community, and on others to rebuke me for pretending to 

indistinguishability from whiteness.  But in either case they wrongly presuppose, as did my 

eminent professor's accusation, an essentializing stereotype into which all blacks must fit.  In fact 

no blacks, and particularly no African-American blacks, fit any such stereotype. 

 

 My eminent professor was one of only two whites I have ever met who questioned my 

designated racial identity to my face.  The other was a white woman junior professor, relatively 

new to the department, who, when I went on the job market at the end of graduate school, 

summoned me to her office and grilled me as to why I identified myself as black and exactly 

what fraction of African ancestry I had.  The implicit accusation behind both my professors' 

remarks was, of course, that I had fraudulently posed as black in order to take advantage of the 
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department's commitment to affirmative action.  It's an extraordinary idea, when you think about 

it; as though someone would willingly shoulder the stigma of being black in a racist society for 

the sake of a little extra professional consideration that guarantees nothing but suspicions of foul 

play and accusations of cheating.  But it demonstrates just how irrationally far the suspicion of 

fraudulence can extend. 

 

 In fact I had always identified myself as black (or "colored" as we said before 1967).  But 

fully comprehending what it meant to be black took a long time.  My acculturation into the white 

upper-middle class started with nursery school when I was four, and was largely uneventful.  For 

my primary and secondary schooling my parents sent me to a progressive prep school, one of the 

first to take the goal of integration seriously as more than an ideal.  They gave me ballet lessons, 

piano lessons, art lessons, tennis lessons.  In the 1950s and early 1960s they sent me to integrated 

summer camps where we sang "We Shall Overcome" around the campfire long before it became 

the theme song of the Civil Rights Movement.   

 

 Of course there were occasional, usually veiled incidents, such as the time in pre-

adolescence when the son of a prominent union leader (and my classmate) asked me to go steady 

and I began to receive phone calls from his mother, drunk, telling me how charming she thought 

it that her son was going out with a little colored girl.  And the time the daughter of a well-

known playwright, also a classmate, brought me home to her family and asked them to guess 

whether I was black or white, and shared a good laugh with them when they guessed wrong.  

But I was an only child in a family of four adults devoted to creating for me an environment in 

which my essential worth and competence never came into question.  I used to think my parents 

sheltered me in this way because they believed, idealistically, that my education and 

achievements would then protect me from the effects of racism.  I now know that they did so to 

provide me with an invincible armor of self-worth with which to fight it.  It almost worked.  I 

grew up not quite grasping the fact that my racial identity was a disadvantage.  This lent heat to 

my emerging political conviction that of course it shouldn't be a disadvantage, for me or anyone 

else, and finally fueled my resolution not to allow it to be a disadvantage if I had anything at all 

to say about it. 

 

I will live down the prejudice, I will crush it out ... the thoughts of the ignorant and prejudiced 

will not concern me...  I will show to the world that a man may spring from a race of slaves, yet far 

excel many of the boasted ruling race. 

Charles Waddell Chestnutt, Journals  (1878, 1880), 4 

 

 But the truth in my professors' accusations was that I had, in fact, resisted my parents' 

suggestion that, just this once, for admission to this most prestigious of graduate programs, I 

decline to identify my racial classification on the graduate admissions application, so that it could 
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be said with certainty that I'd been admitted on the basis of merit alone.  "But that would be 

passing," I protested.  Although both of my parents had watched many of their relatives 

disappear permanently into the white community, passing for white was unthinkable within the 

branches of my father's and mother's families to which I belonged.  That would have been a 

really, authentically shameful thing to do. 

 

 "It seems as if the prejudice pursues us through every avenue of life, and assigns us the 

lowest places ... And yet I am determined," said Iola, "to win for myself a place in the fields of 

labor.  I have heard of a place in New England, and I mean to try for it, even  if I only stay a few 

months." 

 "Well, if you will go, say nothing about your color." 

 "Uncle Robert, I see no necessity for proclaiming that fact on the house-top.  Yet I am 

resolved that nothing shall tempt me to deny it.  The best blood in my veins is African blood, and I 

am not ashamed of it." 

Harper, Iola Leroy, 207-8 

 

And besides, I reasoned to myself, to be admitted under the supposition that I was white would 

not be to be admitted under the basis of merit alone.  Why undermine my chances of admission 

by sacrificing my one competitive advantage, when I already lacked not only the traditionally 

acceptable race and gender attributes, but also alumni legacy status, an Ivy League 

undergraduate pedigree, the ability to pay full tuition or endow the university, war veteran 

status, professional sports potential, and a distinguished family name?  I knew I could ace the 

program if I could just get my foot in the damn door.   

 

 Later, when I experienced the full force of the racism of the academy, one of my graduate 

advisors, who had remained a continuing source of support and advice after I took my first job, 

consoled me by informing me that the year I completed the program I had, in fact, tied one other 

student for the highest grade point average in my class.  He was a private and dignified man of 

great integrity and subtle intellect, someone who I had always felt was quietly rooting for me.  It 

was not until after his death that I began to appreciate what a compassionate and radical gesture 

he had made in telling me this.  For by this time, I very much needed to be reminded that neither 

I was incompetent, nor my work worthless; that I could achieve the potential I felt myself to have.  

My choice not to pass for white in order to gain entry to the academy, originally made out of 

naiveté, had resulted in more punishment than I would have imagined possible.   

 

 It wasn't only the overt sexual and racial harassment, each of which exacerbated the 

other, nor the gratuitous snipes about my person, my lifestyle, or my work.  What was even more 

insulting were the peculiar strategies deployed to make me feel accepted and understood despite 

the anomalies of my appearance, by individuals whose racism was so profound that this would 
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have been an impossible task: the WASP colleague who attempted to establish rapport with me 

by making anti-Semitic jokes about the prevalence of Jews in the neighborhood of the university; 

the colleague who first inquired in detail into my marital status, then attempted to demonstrate 

his understanding of my decision not to have children by speculating that I was probably 

concerned that they would turn out darker than I was; the colleague who consulted me on the 

analysis of envy and resentment, reasoning that since I was black I must know all about it; the 

colleague who, in my first department faculty meeting, made a speech to his colleagues 

discussing the research that proved that a person could be black without looking it.   

 

 These incidents and others like them had a peculiar cognitive feel to them, as though the 

individuals involved felt driven to make special efforts to situate me in their conceptual mapping 

of the world, by not only naming or indicating the niche in which they felt I belonged, but by 

seeking my verbal confirmation of it.  I have learned to detect advance warnings that these 

incidents are imminent.  The person looks at me with a fixed stare, her tension level visibly rising.  

Like a thermostat, when the tension reaches a certain level, the mechanism switches on: out 

comes some comment or action, often of an offensive personal nature, that attempts to locate me 

within the rigid confines of her stereotype of black people.  I have not experienced this 

phenomenon outside the academic context.  Perhaps it's a degenerate form of hypothesis-testing, 

an unfortunate side-effect of the quest for knowledge. 

 

She walked away ...  The man followed her and tapped her shoulder. 

 "Listen, I'd really like to get to know you," he said, smiling.  He paused, as if expecting 

thanks from her.  She didn't say anything.  Flustered, he said, "A friend of mine says you're black.  

I told him I had to get a close-up look and see for myself." 

Perry, Another Present Era, 19 

 

 The irony was that I could have taken an easier entry route into this privileged world.  In 

fact, on my graduate admissions application I could have claimed alumni legacy status and the 

distinguished family name of my paternal great uncle, who had not only attended that university 

and sent his sons there, but had endowed one of its buildings and was commemorated with an 

auditorium in his name.  I did not because he belonged to a branch of the family from which we 

had been estranged for decades, even before my grandfather - his brother - divorced my 

grandmother, moved to another part of the country, and started another family.  My father 

wanted nothing more to do with my grandfather or any of his relatives.  He rejected his 

inheritance and never discussed them while he was alive.  For me to have invoked his uncle's 

name in order to gain a professional advantage would have been out of the question.  But it 

would have nullified my eminent professor's need to tell me who and what he thought I was. 
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 Recently I saw my great uncle's portrait on an airmail stamp honoring him as a captain of 

industry.  He looked so much like family photos of my grandfather and father that I went out and 

bought two sheets worth of these stamps.  He had my father's and grandfather's acquiline nose, 

and their determined set of the chin.  Looking at his face made me want to recover my father's 

estranged family, particularly my grandfather, for my own.  I had a special lead:  A few years 

previously in the South, I'd included a photo-text work containing a fictionalized narrative about 

my father's family – a history chock-full of romance and psychopathology – in an exhibition of 

my work.  After seeing the show, a white woman with blue eyes, my father's transparent rosy 

skin and auburn-brown hair, and that dominant family nose walked up to me and told me that 

we were related.  The next day she brought photographs of her family, and information about a 

relative who kept extensive genealogical records on every family member he could locate.  I was 

very moved, and also astounded that a white person would voluntarily acknowledge blood 

relation to a black.  She was so free and unconflicted about this.  I just couldn't fathom it.  We 

corresponded and exchanged family photos.  And when I was ready to start delving in earnest, I 

contacted the relative she had mentioned for information about my grandfather, and initiated 

correspondence or communication with kin I hadn't known existed and who hadn't known that I 

existed, or that they or any part of their family was black.  I embarked on this with great 

trepidation, anticipating with anxiety their reaction to the racial identity of these long lost 

relatives, picturing in advance the withdrawal of warmth and interest, the quickly assumed 

impersonality and the suggestion that there must be some mistake. 

 

The dread that I might lose her took possession of me each time I sought to speak, and rendered it 

impossible for me to do so.  That moral courage requires more than physical courage is no mere 

poetic fancy.  I am sure I should have found it easier to take the place of a gladiator, no matter how 

fierce the Numidian lion, than to tell that slender girl that I had Negro blood in my veins. 

James Weldon Johnson, The Autobiography of an Ex-Coloured Man (1912), 200 

 

 These fears were not unfounded.  My father's sister had, in her youth, been the first black 

woman at a particular Seven Sisters undergraduate college and the first at a particular Ivy League 

medical school; had married into a white family who became socially, politically and 

academically prominent; and then, after taking some family mementos my grandmother had 

given my father for me, had proceeded to sever all connections with her brothers and their 

families, even when the death of each of her siblings was imminent.  She raised her children (now 

equally prominent socially and politically) as though they had no maternal relatives at all.  We 

had all been so very proud of her achievements that her repudiation of us was devastating.  Yet I 

frequently encounter mutual friends and colleagues in the circles in which we both travel, and I 

dread the day we might find ourselves in the same room at the same time.  To read or hear about 

or see on television her or any member of her immediate family is a source of personal pain for 

all of us.  I did not want to subject myself to that again with yet another set of relatives. 
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Those who pass have a severe dilemma before they decide to do so, since a person must give up all 

family ties and loyalties to the black community in order to gain economic and other opportunities. 

F. James Davis, Who Is Black? One Nation's Definition (1991), 143 

 

 Trying to forgive and understand those of my relatives who have chosen to pass for 

white has been one of the most difficult ethical challenges of my life, and I don't consider myself 

to have made very much progress.  At the most superficial level, this decision can be understood 

in terms of a cost-benefit analysis:  Obviously, they believe they will be happier in the white 

community than in the black one, all things considered.  For me to make sense of this requires 

that I understand – or at least accept – their conception of happiness, as involving higher social 

status, entrenchment within the white community and corresponding isolation from the black 

one, and greater access to the rights, liberties and privileges the white community takes for 

granted.  What is harder for me to grasp is how they could want these things enough to sacrifice 

the history, wisdom, connectedness and moral solidarity with their family and community they 

must sacrifice in order to get them.  It seems to require so much severing and forgetting, so much 

disowning and distancing, not simply from one's shared past, but from one's former self – as 

though one had cauterized one's long-term memory at the moment of entry into the white 

community. 

 

 But there is, I think, more to it than that.  Once you realize what is denied you as an 

African-American simply because of your race, your sense of the unfairness of it may be so 

overwhelming that you may simply be incapable of accepting it.  And if you are not inclined 

toward any form of overt political advocacy, passing in order to get the benefits you know you 

deserve may seem the only way to defy the system.  Indeed, many of my more prominent 

relatives who are passing have chosen altruistic professions that benefit society on many fronts.  

They have chosen to use their assumed social status to make returns to the black community 

indirectly, in effect compensating for the personal advantages they have gained by rejecting their 

family.   

 

 Moreover, your sense of injustice may be compounded by the daily humiliation you 

experience as the result of identifying with those African-Americans who, for demanding their 

rights, are punished and degraded as a warning to others.  In these cases, the decision to pass 

may be more than the rejection of a black identity.  It may be the rejection of a black identification 

that brings too much pain to be tolerated. 

 

All the while I understood that it was not discouragement or fear or search for a larger field of 

action and opportunity that was driving me out of the Negro race.  I knew that it was shame, 
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unbearable shame.  Shame at being identified with a people that could with impunity be treated 

worse than animals. 

Johnson, The Autobiography of an Ex-Coloured Man, 191 

 

 The oppressive treatment of African-Americans facilitates this distancing response, by 

requiring every African-American to draw a sharp distinction between the person he is and the 

person society perceives him to be; that is, between who he is as an individual, and the way he is 

designated and treated by others. 

 

The Negro's only salvation from complete despair lies in his belief, the old belief of his forefathers, 

that these things are not directed against him personally, but against his race, his pigmentation.  

His mother or aunt or teacher long ago carefully prepared him, explaining that he as an individual 

can live in dignity, even though he as a Negro cannot. 

John Howard Griffin, Black Like Me (1960), 48 

 

This condition encourages a level of impersonality, a sense that white reactions to one have little 

or nothing to do with one as a person and an individual.  Whites often mistake this impersonality 

for aloofness or unfriendliness.  It is just one of the factors that make genuine intimacy between 

blacks and whites so difficult.  Because I have occasionally encountered equally stereotypical 

treatment from other blacks and have felt compelled to draw the same distinction there between 

who I am and how I am perceived, my sense of impersonality pervades most social situations in 

which I find myself.  Because I do not enjoy impersonal interactions with others, my solution is to 

limit my social interactions as far as possible to those in which this restraint is not required.  So 

perhaps it is not entirely surprising that many white-looking individuals of African ancestry are 

able to jettison this doubly alienated and alienating social identity entirely, as irrelevant to the 

fully mature and complex individuals they know themselves to be.  I take the fervent affirmation 

and embrace of black identity to be a countermeasure to, and thus evidence of this alienation, 

rather than incompatible with it.  My family contains many instances of both attitudes. 

 

 There are no proper names mentioned in this account of my family.  This is because in 

the African-American community, we do not "out" people who are passing as white in the 

European-American community.  Publicly to expose the African ancestry of someone who claims 

to have none is not done.  There are many reasons for this, and different individuals cite different 

ones.  For one thing, there is the vicarious enjoyment of watching one of our own infiltrate and 

achieve in a context largely defined by institutionalized attempts to exclude blacks from it.  Then 

there is the question of self-respect:  If someone wants to exit the African-American community, 

there are few blacks who would consider it worth their while to prevent her.  And then there is 

the possibility of retaliation:  not merely the loss of credibility consequent on the denials by a 

putatively white person who, in virtue of his racial status, automatically has greater credibility 
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than the black person who calls it into question; but perhaps more deliberate attempts to 

discredit or undermine the messenger of misfortune.  There is also the instinctive impulse to 

protect the wellbeing of a fellow traveler embarked on a particularly dangerous and risky course.  

And finally – the most salient consideration for me, in thinking about those many members of my 

own family who have chosen to pass for white – a person who seeks personal and social 

advantage and acceptance within the white community so much that she is willing to repudiate 

her family, her past, her history, and her personal connections within the African-American 

community in order to get them is someone who is already in so much pain that it's just not 

possible to do something that you know is going to cause her any more. 

 

Many colored Creoles protect others who are trying to pass, to the point of feigning ignorance of 

certain branches of their families.  Elicited genealogies often seem strangely skewed.  In the case of 

one very good informant, a year passed before he confided in me that his own mother's  sister and 

her children had passed into the white community.  With tears in his eyes, he described the painful 

experience of learning about his aunt's death on the obituary page of the New Orleans Times-

Picayune.  His cousins failed to inform the abandoned side of the family of the death, for fear that 

they might show up at the wake or the funeral and thereby destroy the image of whiteness.  Total 

separation was necessary for secrecy. 

Virginia R. Domínguez, White by Definition: Social Classification in Creole 

Louisiana (1986), 161 

 

 She said: "It's funny about 'passing.'  We disapprove of it and at the same time condone 

it.  It excites our contempt and yet we rather admire it.  We shy away from it with an odd kind of 

revulsion, but we protect it." 

 "Instinct of the race to survive and expand." 

 "Rot!  Everything can't be explained by some general biological phrase." 

 "Absolutely everything can.  Look at the so-called whites, who've left bastards all over 

the known earth.  Same thing in them.  Instinct of the race to survive and expand." 

Nella Larsen, Passing (1929), 185-6 

 

 Those of my grandfather's estranged relatives who welcomed me into dialogue instead of 

freezing me out brought tears of gratitude and astonishment to my eyes.  They seemed so kind 

and interested, so willing to help.  At first I couldn't accept for what it was their easy acceptance 

and willingness to help me puzzle out where exactly we each were located in our sprawling 

family tree.  It is an ongoing endeavor, full of guesswork, false leads, blank spots and mysteries.  

For just as white Americans are largely ignorant of their African - usually maternal - ancestry, we 

blacks are often ignorant of our European - usually paternal - ancestry.  That's the way our 

slavemaster forebears wanted it, and that's the way it is.  Our names are systematically missing 

from the genealogies and public records of most white families, and crucial information - for 
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example, the family name or name of the child's father - is often missing from our black ancestors' 

birth certificates, when they exist at all.   

 

A realistic appreciation of the conditions which exist when women are the property  of men makes 

the conclusion inevitable that there were many children born of mixed parentage. 

Joe Gray Taylor, Negro Slavery in Louisiana (1963), 20 

 

Ownership of the female slave on the plantations generally came to include owning her sex life.  

Large numbers of white boys were socialized to associate physical and emotional pleasure with the 

black women who nursed and raised them, and then to deny any  deep feelings for them.  From 

other white males they learned to see black girls and women as legitimate objects of sexual desire.  

Rapes occurred, and many  slave women were forced to submit regularly to white males or suffer 

harsh consequences.... as early as the time of the American Revolution there were plantation slaves 

who appeared to be completely white, as many of the founding fathers enslaved their own mixed 

children and grandchildren.  

Davis, Who Is Black?, 38, 48-9 

 

So tracing the history of my family is detective work as well as historical research.  To date, what 

I think I know is that our first European-American ancestor landed in Ipswich, Massachusetts in 

1620 from Sussex; another in Jamestown, Virginia in 1675 from London; and another in 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania in 1751, from Hamburg.  Yet another was the first in our family to 

graduate from my own graduate institution in 1778.  My great-great grandmother from 

Madagascar, by way of Louisiana, is the known African ancestor on my father's side, as my great-

great grandfather from the Ibo of Nigeria is the known African ancestor on my mother's, whose 

family has resided in Jamaica for three centuries.   

 

 I relate these facts and it doesn't seem to bother my newly discovered relatives.  At first I 

had to wonder whether this ease of acceptance was not predicated on their mentally bracketing 

the implications of these facts and restricting their own immediate family ancestry to the 

European side.  But when they remarked unselfconsciously on the family resemblances between 

us I had to abandon that supposition.  I still marvel at their enlightened and uncomplicated 

friendliness, and there is a part of me that still can't trust their acceptance of me.  But that is a part 

of me I want neither to trust nor to accept in this context.  I want to reserve my vigilance for its 

context of origin: the other white Americans I have encountered – even the bravest and most 

conscientious white scholars – for whom the suggestion that they might have significant African 

ancestry as the result of this country's long history of miscegenation is almost impossible to 

consider seriously. 
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She's heard the arguments, most astonishingly that, statistically,  ... the average white American 

is 6 percent black.  Or, put another way, 95 percent of white Americans are 5 to 80 percent black.  

Her Aunt Tyler has told her stories about these whites researching their roots in the National 

Archives and finding they've got an African-American or two in the family, some becoming so 

hysterical they have to be carried out by paramedics. 

Perry, Another Present Era, 66 

 

Estimates ranging up to 5 percent, and suggestions that up to one-fifth of the white population 

have some genes from black ancestors, are probably far too high.  If these last figures were correct, 

the majority of Americans with some black ancestry would be known and counted as whites! 

Davis, Who Is Black?, 21-2 

 

The detailed biological and genetic data can be gleaned from a careful review of Genetic 

Abstracts from about 1950 on.  In response to my request for information about this, a white 

biological anthropologist once performed detailed calculations on the African admixture of five 

different genes, comparing British whites, American whites, and American blacks.  The results 

ranged from two percent in one gene to 81.6 percent in another.  About these results he 

commented, "I continue to believe five percent to be a reasonable estimate, but the matter is 

obviously complex.  As you can see, it depends entirely on which genes you decide to use as 

racial 'markers' that are supposedly subject to little or no relevant selective pressure."  Clearly, 

white resistance to the idea that most American whites have a significant percentage of African 

ancestry increases with the percentage suggested.   

 

"Why, Doctor," said Dr. Latimer," you Southerners began this absorption before the war.  I 

understand that in one decade the mixed bloods rose from one-ninth to one-eighth of the 

population, and that as early as 1663 a law was passed in Maryland to prevent English women 

from intermarrying with slaves; and, even now, your laws against miscegenation presuppose that 

you apprehend danger from that source." 

Harper, Iola Leroy, 228 

 

(That legislators and judges paid increasing attention to the regulation and punishment of 

miscegenation at this time does not mean that interracial sex and marriage as social practices 

actually increased in frequency; the centrality of these practices to legal discourse was instead a 

sign that their relation to power was changing.  The extent of uncoerced miscegenation before this 

period is a debated issue.) 

Eva Saks, "Representing Miscegenation Law", Raritan (1991), 43-44 

 

The fact is, however, that the longer a person's family has lived in this country, the higher the 

probable percentage of African ancestry that person's family is likely to have – bad news for the 
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D.A.R., I'm afraid.  And the proximity to the continent of Africa of the country of origin from 

which one's forebears emigrated, as well as the colonization of a part of Africa by that country, 

are two further variables that increase the probability of African ancestry within that family.  It 

would appear that only the Lapps of Norway are safe.   

 

 In Jamaica, my mother tells me, that everyone is of mixed ancestry is taken for granted.  

There are a few who vociferously proclaim themselves to be "Jamaican whites" having no African 

ancestry at all, but no one among the old and respected families takes them seriously.  Indeed, 

they are assumed to be a bit a bit unbalanced, and are regarded with amusement.  In this country, 

by contrast, the fact of African ancestry among whites ranks up there with family incest, murder, 

and suicide as one of the bitterest and most difficult pills for white Americans to swallow. 

 

"I had a friend who had two beautiful daughters whom he had educated in the North.  They were 

cultured, and really belles in society.  They were entirely ignorant of their lineage, but when their 

father died it was discovered that their mother had been a slave.  It was a fearful blow.  They would 

have faced poverty, but the knowledge of their tainted blood was more than they  could bear." 

Harper, Iola Leroy, 100 

 

There was much apprehension about the unknown amount of black ancestry in the white 

population of the South, and this was fanned into an unreasoning fear of invisible blackness.  For 

instance, white laundries and cleaners would not accommodate blacks because whites were afraid 

they would be "contaminated" by the clothing of invisible blacks. 

Davis, Who Is Black?, 145 

 

Suspicion is part of everyday life in Louisiana.  Whites often grow up afraid to know their own 

genealogies.  Many admit that as children they often stared at the skin below their fingernails and 

through a mirror at the white of their eyes to see if there was any "touch of the tarbrush."  Not 

finding written records of birth, baptism, marriage, or death for any one ancestor exacerbates 

suspicions of foul play.  Such a discovery brings glee to a political enemy or economic rival and 

may traumatize the individual concerned. 

Domínguez, White by Definition, 159 

 

 A number of years ago I was doing research on a video installation on the subject of 

racial identity and miscegenation, and came across the Phipps case of Louisiana in the early 

1980s.  Susie Guillory Phipps had identified herself as white and, according to her own testimony 

(but not that of some of her black relatives) had believed that she was white, until she applied for 

a passport, when she discovered that she was identified on her birth records as black in virtue of 

having 1/32nd African ancestry.  She brought suit against the state of Louisiana to have her racial 

classification changed.  She lost the suit, but effected the overthrow of the law identifying 
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individuals as black if they had 1/32nd African ancestry, leaving on the books a prior law 

identifying an individual as black who had any African ancestry – the "one-drop" rule that 

uniquely characterizes the classification of blacks in the United States in fact even where no 

longer in law.  So according to this longstanding convention of racial classification, a white who 

acknowledges any African ancestry implicitly acknowledges being black – a social condition, 

more than an identity, that no white person would voluntarily assume, even in imagination.  This 

is one reason why whites, educated and uneducated alike, are so resistant to considering the 

probable extent of racial miscegenation. 

 

 This "one-drop" convention of classification of blacks is unique not only relative to the 

treatment of blacks in other countries but also unique relative to the treatment of other ethnic 

groups in this country.  It goes without saying that no one, either white or black, is identified as, 

for example, English in virtue of having some small fraction of English ancestry.  Nor is anyone 

free, as a matter social convention, to do so in virtue of that fraction, although many whites do.  

But even in the case of other disadvantaged groups in this country, the convention is different.  

Whereas any proportion of African ancestry is sufficient to identify a person as black, an 

individual must have at least one-eighth Native American ancestry in order to identify legally as 

Native American.   

 

 Why the asymmetry of treatment?  Clearly, the reason is economic.  A legally certifiable 

Native American is entitled to financial benefits from the government, so obtaining this 

certification is difficult.  A legally certifiable black person is disentitled to financial, social, and 

inheritance benefits from his white family of origin, so obtaining this certification is not just easy, 

but automatic.  Racial classification in this country functions to restrict the distribution of goods, 

entitlements and status as narrowly as possible, to those whose power is already entrenched.  Of 

course this institutionalized disentitlement presupposes that two persons of different racial 

classifications cannot be biologically related, which is absurd. 

 

.... this [one-drop] definition of who is black was crucial to maintaining the social system of white 

domination in which widespread miscegenation, not racial purity, prevailed.  White womanhood 

was the highly charged emotional symbol, but the system protected white economic, political, legal, 

education and other institutional advantages for whites ... American slave owners wanted to keep 

all racially mixed children born to slave women under their control, for economic and sexual gains 

...   It was intolerable for white women to have mixed children, so the one-drop rule favored the 

sexual freedom of white males, protecting the double standard of sexual morality as well as 

slavery.  ... By defining all mixed children as black and compelling them to live in the black 

community, the rule made possible the incredible myth among whites that miscegenation had not 

occurred, that the races had been kept pure in the South. 

Davis, Who Is Black?, 62-3, 113-4, 174 
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 But the issues of family entitlements and inheritance rights are not uppermost in the 

minds of most white Americans who wince at the mere suggestion that they might have some 

fraction of African ancestry and therefore be, according to this country's entrenched convention 

of racial classification, black.  The primary issue for them is not what they might have to give 

away by admitting that they are in fact black, but rather what they have to lose.  What they have 

to lose, of course, is social status; and, in so far as their self-esteem is based on their social status 

as whites, self-esteem as well. 

 

 "I think, said Dr. Latrobe, proudly, "that we belong to the highest race on earth and the 

negro to the lowest." 

 "And yet," said Dr. Latimer, "you have consorted with them till you have bleached their 

faces to the whiteness of your own.  Your children nestle in their bosoms; they are around you as 

body servants, and yet if one of them should attempt to associate with you your bitterest scorn and 

indignation would be visited upon them." 

Harper, Iola Leroy, 227 

 

 No reflective and well-intentioned white person who is consciously concerned to end 

racism wants to admit instinctively recoiling at the thought of being identified as black herself.  

But if you want to see such a white person do this, just peer at the person's facial features and tell 

her, in a complementary tone of voice, that she looks as though she might have some black 

ancestry, and watch her reaction.  It's not a test I or any black person finds particularly pleasant 

to apply (that is, unless one dislikes the person and wants to inflict pain deliberately) and having 

once done so inadvertently, I will never do it again.  The ultimate test of a person's repudiation of 

racism is not what she can contemplate doing for or on behalf of black people, but whether she 

herself can contemplate calmly the likelihood of being black.  If racial hatred has not manifested 

itself in any other context, it will do so here if it exists, in hatred of the self as identified with the 

other; that is, as self-hatred projected onto the other. 

 

Since Harry had come North he had learned to feel profound pity for the slave.  But there is 

difference between looking on a man as an object of pity and protecting him as such, and being 

identified with him and forced to share his lot. 

Harper, Iola Leroy, 126 

 

"Let me tell you how I'd get those white devil convicts and the guards, too, to do anything I 

wanted.  I'd whisper to them, 'If you don't, I'll start a rumor that you're really a light Negro just 

passing as white.'  That shows you what the white devil thinks about the black man.  He'd rather 

die than be thought a Negro!" 
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Malcolm X to Alex Haley, "Epilogue," The Autobiography of Malcolm X (1965), 

391 

 

 When I was an undergraduate minoring in Medieval and Renaissance musicology, I 

worked with a fellow music student – white – in the music library.  I remember his reaction when 

I relayed to him an article I'd recently read arguing that Beethoven had African ancestry.  

Beethoven was one of his heroes, and his vehement derision was completely out of proportion to 

the scholarly worth of the hypothesis.  But when I suggested that he wouldn't be so skeptical if 

the claim were that Beethoven had some Danish ancestry, he fell silent.  In those days we were 

very conscious of covert racism, as our campus was exploding all around us because of it.  More 

recently I premiered at a gallery a video installation exploring the issue of African ancestry 

among white Americans.  A white male viewer commenced to kick the furniture, mutter audibly 

that he was white and was going to stay that way, and start a fistfight with my dealer.  Either we 

are less conscious of covert racism twenty years later, or we care less to contain it. 

 

 Among politically committed and enlightened whites, the inability to acknowledge their 

probable African ancestry is the last outpost of racism.  It is the litmus test that separates those 

who have the courage of their convictions from those who merely subscribe to them; and that 

measures the depth of our dependence on a presumed superiority – of any kind, anything will do 

– to other human beings – anyone, anywhere – to bolster our fragile self-worth.  Many blacks are 

equally unwilling to explore their white ancestry – approximately 25 percent on average for the 

majority of blacks – for this reason.  For some, of course, acknowledgment of this fact evokes only 

bitter reminders of rape, disinheritance, enslavement, and exploitation, and their distaste is 

justifiable.  But for others, it is the mere idea of blackness as an essentialized source of self-worth 

and self-affirmation that forecloses the acknowledgment of mixed ancestry.  This, too, is 

understandable: Having struggled so long and hard to carve a sense of wholeness and value for 

ourselves out of our ancient connection with Africa after having been actively denied any in 

America, many of us are extremely resistant to once again casting ourselves into the same chaos 

of ethnic and psychological ambiguity our diaspora to this country originally inflicted on us.   

 

 Thus blacks and whites alike seem to be unable to accord worth to others outside their in-

group affiliations without feeling that they are taking it away from themselves.  We may have the 

concept of intrinsic self-worth, but by and large we do not understand what it means.  We need 

someone else whom we can regard as inferior to whom to we can compare ourselves favorably, 

and if no such individual or group exists, we invent one.  For without this, we seem to have no 

basis, no standard of comparison, for conceiving of ourselves favorably at all.  We seem, for 

example, truly unable to grasp or take seriously the alternative possibility, of measuring 

ourselves or our performances against our own past novicehood at one end and our own future 

potential at the other.  I think this is in part the result of our collective fear of memory as a nation, 
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our profound unwillingness to confront the painful truths about our history and our origins; and 

in part the result of our individual fear of the memory of our own pasts - not only of our 

individual origins and the traumas of socialization we each suffered before we could control 

what was done to us, but the pasts of our own adult behavior – the painful truths of our own 

derelictions, betrayals, and failures to respect our individual ideals and convictions.   

 

 When I turned forty a few years ago, I gave myself the present of rereading the personal 

journals I have been keeping since age eleven.  I was astounded at the chasm between my present 

conception of my own past, which is being continually revised and updated to suit present 

circumstances, and the actual past events, behavior and emotions I recorded as faithfully as I 

could as they happened.  My derelictions, mistakes and failures of responsibility are much more 

evident in those journals than they are in my present, sanitized and virtually blameless image of 

my past behavior.  It was quite a shock to encounter in those pages the person I actually have 

been rather than the person I now conceive myself to have been.  My memory is always under 

the control of the person I now want and strive to be, and so rarely under the control of the facts.  

If the personal facts of one's past are this difficult for other people to face, then perhaps it is no 

wonder that we must cast about outside ourselves for someone to feel superior to, even though 

there are so many blunders and misdeeds in our own personal histories that might serve that 

function. 

 

 For whites to acknowledge their blackness is, then, much the same as for men to 

acknowledge their femininity and for Christians to acknowledge their Judaic heritage.  It is to 

reinternalize the external scapegoat through attention to which they have sought to escape their 

own sense of inferiority. 

 

Now the white man leaned in the window, looking at the impenetrable face with its definite strain 

of white blood, the same blood which ran in his own veins, which had not only come to the negro 

through male descent while it had come to him from a woman, but had reached the negro a 

generation sooner - a face composed, inscrutable, even a little haughty, shaped even in expression 

in the pattern of his great-grandfather Mc Caslin's face. ...  He thought, and not for the first time: 

I am not only looking at a face older than mine and which has seen and winnowed more, 

but at a man most of whose blood was pure ten thousand years when my own 

anonymous beginnings became mixed enough to produce me. 

William Faulkner, Go Down, Moses (1940), 70-1 

 

I said ... that the guilt of American whites included their knowledge that in hating Negroes, they 

were hating, they were rejecting, they were denying, their own blood. 

Malcolm X, The Autobiography of Malcolm X, 286 
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It is to bring ourselves face to face with our obliterated collective past, and to confront the 

continuities of responsibility that link the criminal acts of extermination and enslavement 

committed by our forefathers with our own personal crimes of avoidance, neglect, 

disengagement, passive complicity, and active exploitation of the inherited injustices from which 

we have profited.  Uppermost among these is that covert sense of superiority a white person feels 

over a black person that buttresses his enjoyment of those unjust benefits as being no more or less 

than he deserves.  To be deprived of that sense of superiority to the extent that acknowledgment 

of common ancestry would effect is clearly difficult for most white people.  But to lose the social 

regard and respect that accompanies it is practically unbearable.  I know, not only because of 

what I have read and observed of the pathology of racism in white people, but because I have 

often experienced the withdrawal of that social regard first hand. 

 

 For most of my life I did not understand that I needed to identify my racial identity 

publicly; and that if I did not I would be inevitably mistaken for white.  I simply didn't think 

about it.  But since I also made no special effort to hide my racial identity, I often experienced the 

shocked and/or hostile reactions of whites who discovered it after the fact.  I always knew when 

it had happened, even when the person declined to confront me directly: the startled look, the 

searching stare that would fix itself on my facial features, one by one, looking for the telltale 

"negroid" feature, the sudden, sometimes permanent withdrawal of good feeling or regular 

contact – all alerted me to what had transpired.  Uh-oh, I would think to myself helplessly, and 

watch another blossoming friendship wilt.   

 

In thus travelling about through the country I was sometimes amused on arriving at some little 

railroad-station town to be taken for and treated as a white man, and six hours later, when it was 

learned that I was stopping at the house of the coloured preacher or school-teacher, to note the 

attitude of the whole town change. 

Johnson, The Autobiography of an Ex-Coloured Man, 172 

 

Sometimes this revelation would elicit a response of the most twisted and punitive sort: for 

example, from the colleague who glared at me and hissed, "Oh, so you want to be black, do you?  

Good!  Then we'll treat you like one!"  The ensuing harassment had a furious, retaliatory quality 

that I find difficult to understand even now; as though I'd delivered a deliberate and crushing 

insult to her self-esteem by choosing not to identify with her racial group. 

 

You feel lost, sick at heart before such unmasked hatred, not so much because it threatens you as 

because it shows humans in such an inhuman light.  You see a kind of insanity, something so 

obscene the very obscenity of it (rather than its threat) terrifies you. 

Griffin, Black Like Me, 53 
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 And I experienced that same groundless shame, not only in response to those who 

accused me of passing for black, but also in response to those who accused me of passing for 

white.  This was the shame caused by people who conveyed to me that I was underhanded or 

manipulative, trying to hide something, pretending to be something I was not, by not telling 

them I was black, like the art critic in the early 1970s who had treated me with the respect she 

gave emerging white women artists in the early days of second-wave feminism, until my work 

turned to issues of racial identity; she then called me to verify that I was black, reproached me for 

not telling her, and finally disappeared from my professional life altogether.  And there were the 

colleagues who discovered after hiring me to my first job that I was black, and revised their 

evaluations of my work accordingly.  It was the groundless shame caused by people who, having 

discovered my racial identity, let me know that I was not comporting myself as befitted their 

conception of a black person:  the grammar school teacher who called my parents to inquire 

whether I was aware that I was black, and made a special effort to put me in my place by 

restricting me from participating in certain class activities and assigning me to remedial classes in 

anticipation of low achievement; and the graduate school classmate who complemented me on 

my English; and the potential employer who, having offered me a tenure-track job in an 

outstanding graduate department (which I declined) when he thought I was white, called me 

back much later after I'd received tenure and he'd found out I was black, to offer me a two-year 

visiting position teaching undergraduates only, explaining to a colleague of mine that he was 

being pressured by his university administration to integrate his department.  And the art critic 

who made elaborate suggestions in print about the kind of art it would be appropriate for 

someone with my concerns to make; and the colleague who journeyed from another university 

and interviewed me for four and a half hours in order to ascertain that I was smart enough to 

hold the position I had, and actually congratulated me afterwards on my performance.  And 

there was the colleague who, when I begged to differ with his views, shouted (in a crowded 

restaurant) that if I wasn't going to take his advice, why was I wasting his time?  

 

I looked up to see the frowns of disapproval that can speak so plainly and so loudly without words.  

The Negro learns this silent language fluently.  He knows by the white man's look of disapproval 

and petulance that he is being told to get on his way, that he is "stepping out of line." 

Griffin, Black Like Me, 45 

 

When such contacts occurred, the interaction had to follow a strict pattern of interracial etiquette.  

The white person had to be clearly in charge at all times, and the black person clearly subordinate, 

so that each kept his or her place.  It was a master-servant etiquette, in which blacks had to act out 

their inferior social position, much the way slaves had done.  The black had to be deferential in tone 

and body language, ... and never bring up a delicate topic or contradict the white....  this master-

servant ritual had to be acted out carefully lest the black person be accused of "getting" out of his 

or her subordinate "place."  Especially for violations of the etiquette, but also for challenges to 
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other aspects of the system, blacks were warned, threatened, and finally subjected to extralegal 

violence. 

Davis, Who Is Black?, 64, 78 

 

 In a way this abbreviated history of occasions on which whites have tried to put me in 

my place upon discovering my racial identity was the legacy of my father who, despite his own 

similar experiences as a youth, refused to submit to such treatment.  He grew up in a southern 

city where his family was well-known and highly respected.  When he was thirteen, he once went 

to a movie theater and bought a seat in the orchestra section.  In the middle of the feature, the 

projectionist stopped the film and turned up the lights.  The manager strode onto the stage and, 

in front of the entire audience, called out my father's name, loudly reprimanded him for sitting in 

the orchestra, and ordered him up to the balcony, where he "belonged."  My father fled the 

theater, and, not long after, the South.  My grandmother then sent him to a private prep school 

up North, but it was no better.  In his senior year of high school, after having distinguished 

himself academically and in sports, he invited a white girl classmate on a date.  She refused, and 

her parents complained to the principal, who publicly rebuked him.  He was ostracized by his 

classmates for the rest of the year, and made no effort to speak to any of them. 

 

 My mother, being upper-middle class Jamaican, had no experience of this kind of thing.  

When she first got a job in this country in the 1930s, she chastised her white supervisor for failing 

to say, "Thank you," after she'd graciously brought him back a soda from her lunch hour.  He was 

properly apologetic.  And when her brother first came to this country, he sat in a restaurant in 

Manhattan for an hour waiting to be served, it simply not occurring to him that he was being 

ignored because of his color, until a waitress came up to him and said, "I can see you're not from 

these parts.  We don't serve colored people here."  My father, who had plenty of experiences of 

this sort, knew that I would have them, too.  But he declined to accustom me to them in advance.  

He never hit me, disparaged me, or pulled rank in our frequent intellectual and philosophical 

disagreements.  Trained as a Jesuit and a lawyer, he argued for the joy of it, and felt proud rather 

than insulted when I made my point well.  "Fresh," he'd murmur to my mother with mock 

annoyance, indicating me with his thumb, when I used his own assumptions to trounce him in 

argument.  It is because of his refusal to prepare me for my subordinate role as a black woman in 

a racist and misogynistic society that my instinctive reaction to such insults is neither resignation 

nor depression nor passive aggression, but rather the disbelief, outrage, sense of injustice, and 

impulse to fight back actively that white males often exhibit at unexpected affronts to their 

dignity.  Blacks who manifest these responses to white racism reveal their caregivers' 

generationally transmitted underground resistance to schooling them for victimhood. 

 

 A benefit and a disadvantage of looking white is that most people treat you as though 

you were white.  And so, because of how you've been treated, you come to expect this sort of 
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treatment, not, perhaps, realizing that you're being treated this way because people think you're 

white, but falsely supposing, rather, that you're being treated this way because people think you 

are a valuable person.  So, for example, you come to expect a certain level of respect, a certain 

degree of attention to your voice and opinions, certain liberties of action and self-expression to 

which you falsely suppose yourself to be entitled because your voice, your opinion, and your 

conduct are valuable in themselves.  To those who in fact believe (even thought they would never 

voice this belief to themselves) that black people are not entitled to this degree of respect, 

attention, and liberty, the sight of a black person behaving as though she were can, indeed, look 

very much like arrogance.  It may not occur to them that she simply does not realize that her 

blackness should make any difference. 

Only one-sixteenth of her was black, and that sixteenth did not show. ... Her complexion was very 

fair, with the rosy glow of vigorous health in the cheeks, ... her eyes were brown and liquid, and 

she had a heavy suit of fine soft hair which was also brown ... She had an easy, independent 

carriage - when she was among her own caste - and a high and "sassy" way, withal; but of course 

she was meek and humble enough where white people were. 

Mark Twain, Pudd'nhead Wilson (1893), 8 

 

 But there may be more involved than this.  I've been thinking about Ida B. Wells, who 

had the temerity to suggest in print that white males worried about preserving the purity of 

Southern white womanhood were really worried about the sexual attraction of Southern white 

womanhood to handsome and virile black men; and Rosa Parks, who refused to move to the back 

of the bus; and Eartha Kitt, who scolded President Lyndon Johnson about the Vietnam War when 

he received her at a White House dinner; and Mrs. Alice Frazier, who gave the Queen of England 

a big hug and invited her to stay for lunch when the Queen came to tour Mrs. Frazier's housing 

project on a recent visit to the United States; and Congresswoman Maxine Waters who, after the 

L.A. Rebellion, showed up at the White House uninvited, and gave George Bush her unsolicited 

recommendations as to how he should handle the plight of the inner cities.  I've also been 

thinking about the legions of African-American women whose survival has depended on their 

submission to the intimate interpersonal roles, traditional for black women in this culture, of 

nursemaid, housekeeper, concubine, cleaning lady, cook; and what they have been required to 

witness of the whites they have served in those capacities.  And I've been thinking about the 

many white people I've admired and respected who have lost my admiration and respect by 

revealing in personal interactions a side of themselves that other whites rarely get a chance to see: 

the brand of racism that surfaces only in one-on-one or intimate interpersonal circumstances, the 

kind a white person lets you see because he doesn't care what you think and knows you are 

powerless to do anything about it.   

 

When we shined their shoes we talked.  The whites, especially the tourists, had no reticence before 

us, and no shame since we were Negroes.  Some wanted to know where they could find girls, 
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wanted us to get Negro girls for them.  ... Though not all, by any means, were so open about their 

purposes, all of them showed us how they felt about the Negro, the idea that we were people of such 

low morality that nothing could offend us. ... In these matters, the Negro has seen the backside of 

the white man too long to be shocked.  He feels an indulgent superiority whenever he sees these 

evidences of the white man's frailty.  This is one of the sources of his chafing at being considered 

inferior.  He cannot understand how the white man can show the most demeaning aspects of his 

nature and at the same time delude himself into thinking he is inherently superior. 

Griffin, Black Like Me, 30, 81 

 

It may indeed be that we African-American women as a group have special difficulties in 

learning our place and observing the proprieties because of that particular side of white America 

to which, because of our traditional roles, we have had special access – a side of white America 

that hardly commands one's respect and could not possibly command one's deference. 

 

 To someone like myself, who was raised to think that my racial identity was, in fact, 

irrelevant to the way I should be treated, there are few revelations more painful than the 

experience of social metamorphosis that transforms former friends, colleagues or teachers who 

have extended their trust, good will and support into accusers or strangers who withdraw them 

when they discover that I am black.  To look visibly black, or always to announce in advance that 

one is black is, I submit, never to experience this kind of camaraderie with white people, the 

relaxed, unguarded but respectful camaraderie that white people reserve for those whom they 

believe are like them: those who can be trusted, who are intrinsically worthy of value, respect and 

attention.  Eddie Murphy portrays this in comic form in a wonderful routine in which he 

disguises himself in whiteface, then boards a bus on which there is only one visibly black 

passenger.  As long as that passenger is on the bus, all of them sit silently and impersonally 

ignoring one another.  But as soon as the visibly black passenger gets off, the other passengers get 

up and turn to one another, engaging in friendly banter, and the driver breaks open a bottle of 

champagne for a party.  A joke, perhaps, but not entirely.  A visibly black person may, in time, 

experience something very much like this unguarded friendship with a white person, if the black 

person has proven herself trustworthy and worthy of respect, or has been a friend since long 

before either was taught that vigilance between the races was appropriate.  But I have only rarely 

met adult whites who have extended this degree of trust and acceptance at the outset to a new 

acquaintance they knew to be black.  And to have extended it to someone who then turns out to 

be black is instinctively felt as a betrayal, a violation.  It is as though one had been seduced into 

dropping one's drawers in the presence of the enemy. 

 

 So a white person who accuses me of deceit for not having alerted her that I am black is 

not merely complaining that I have been hiding something about myself that is important for her 

to know.  The complaint goes much deeper.  It is that she has been lured under false pretences 
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into dropping her guard with me, into revealing certain intimacies and vulnerabilities that are 

simply unthinkable to expose in the presence of someone of another race (that's why it's 

important for her to know my race).  She feels betrayed because I have failed to warn her to 

present the face she thinks she needs to present to someone who might choose to take advantage 

of the weaknesses that lie behind that public face.  She may feel it merely a matter of luck that I 

have not taken advantage of those weaknesses already. 

 

 As the accused, I feel as though a trusted friend has just turned on me.  I experience the 

social reality that previously defined our relationship as having metamorphosed into something 

ugly and threatening, in which the accusation is not that I have done something wrong, but that I 

am wrong for being who I am: for having aped the white person she thought I was, and for being 

the devalued black person she discovers I am.  I feel a withdrawal of good will, a psychological 

distancing, a new wariness and suspicion, a care in choosing words, and – worst of all – a denial 

that anything has changed.  This last injects an element of insensitivity – or bad faith – that makes 

our previous relationship extremely difficult to recapture.  It forces me either to name unpleasant 

realities that the white person is clearly unable to confront; or else to comply with the fiction that 

there are no such realities, which renders our interactions systematically inauthentic.  This is why 

I always feel discouraged when well-intentioned white people deny to me that a person's race 

makes any difference to them, even though I understand that this is part of the public face whites 

instinctively believe they need to present:  I know, first hand, how white people behave toward 

me when they believe racial difference is absent.  And there are very few white people who are 

able to behave that way toward me once they know it is present. 

 

 But there are risks that accompany that unguarded camaraderie among whites who 

believe they are among themselves, and ultimately those risks proved too much for me.  I have 

found that often, a concomitant of that unguarded camaraderie is explicit and unadorned verbal 

racism of a kind that is violently at odds with the gentility and cultivation of the social setting, 

and that would never appear if that setting were visibly integrated.   

 

I will tell you that, without any question, the most bitter anti-white diatribes that I have ever 

heard have come from "passing" Negroes, living as whites, among whites, exposed every day to 

what white people say among themselves regarding Negroes - things that a recognized Negro 

never would hear.  Why, if there was a racial showdown, these Negroes "passing" within white 

circles would become the black side's most valuable "spy" and ally. 

Malcolm X, The Autobiography of Malcolm X, 277 

 

I have heard an educated white woman refer to her husband's black phys. ed. student as a "big, 

black buck;" I have heard university professors refer to black working-class music as "jungle 

music;" and I have heard a respected museum director refer to an actress as a "big, black 
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momma."  These remarks are different in kind from those uttered in expressions of black racism 

toward whites.  When we are among ourselves we may vent our frustration by castigating whites 

as ignorant, stupid, dishonest or vicious.  That is, we deploy stereotyped white attitudes and 

motives.  We do not , as these remarks do, dehumanize and animalize whites themselves.  From 

these cases and others like them I have learned that the side of themselves some whites reveal 

when they believe themselves to be among themselves is just as demeaning as the side of 

themselves they reveal privately to blacks.  This is, I suspect, the weakness whites rightly want 

concealed behind the public face; and the possibility that I might witness – or might have 

witnessed – it is the source of their anger at me for having "tricked" them.  For part of the tragedy 

here is that the racism I witness when their guards are down is often behavior they genuinely do 

not understand to be racist.  So the revelation is not only of racism, but of ignorance and 

insensitivity.  The point of adopting the public face when whites are warned that a black person 

is among them is to suppress any non-neutral expression of the self that might be interpreted as 

racist.   

 

 Of course this brand of self-monitoring damage control cannot possibly work, since it 

cannot eliminate those very manifestations of racism that the person sees, rather, as neutral or 

innocuous.  No one person can transcend the constraints of his own assumptions about what 

constitutes respectful behavior, in order to identify and critique his own racism from an objective, 

"politically correct" standpoint when it appears.  We need trusted others, before whom we can 

acknowledge our insufficiencies without fear of ridicule or retaliation, to do that for us, so as to 

genuinely extend our conceptions of ourselves and our understanding of what constitutes 

appropriate behavior toward another who is different.  The fact of the matter is that if racism is 

present, which it is in all of us, black as well as white, who have been acculturated into this racist 

society, it will emerge despite our best efforts at concealment.  The question should not be 

whether any individual is racist; that we all are to some extent should be a given.  The question 

should be, rather, how we handle it once it appears.  I believe our energy would be better spent 

on creating structured, personalized community forums for naming, confronting, owning and 

resolving these feelings rather than trying to evade, deny, or suppress them.  But there are many 

whites who believe that these matters are best left in silence, in the hope that they will die out of 

their own accord; and that we must focus on right actions, not the character or motivations 

behind them.  To my way of thinking, this is a conceptual impossibility.  But relative to this 

agenda, my involuntary snooping thwarts their good intentions. 

 

 My instinctive revulsion at these unsought revelations is undergirded by strong role-

modelling from my parents.  I never heard my parents utter a prejudicial remark against any 

group.  But my paternal grandmother was of that generation of very light-skinned, upper-

middle-class blacks who believed themselves superior both to whites and to darker-skinned 

blacks.  When I was young I wore my hair in two long braids, but I recall my mother once 
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braiding it into three or four, in a simplified cornrow style.  When my grandmother visited, she 

took one look at my new hairstyle and immediately began berating my mother for making me 

look like a "little nigger pickaninny."  When my father heard her say these words he silently 

grasped her by the shoulders, picked her up, put her outside the front door, and closed it firmly 

in her face.  Having passed for white during the Great Depression to get a job, and during World 

War II to see combat, his exposure to and intolerance for racist language was so complete that no 

benefits were worth the offense to his sensibilities, and he saw to it that he never knowingly 

placed himself in that situation again. 

 

 "Doctor, were I your wife, ... mistaken for a white woman, I should hear things alleged 

against the race at which my blood would boil.  No, Doctor, I am not willing to live under a 

shadow of concealment which I thoroughly hate as if the blood in my veins were an undetected 

crime of my soul." 

Harper, Iola Leroy, 233 

 

 My father is a very tough act to follow.  But ultimately I did, because I had to.  I finally 

came to the same point, of finding these sudden and unwanted revelations intolerable.  Although 

I valued the unguarded camaraderie and closeness I'd experienced with whites, it was ultimately 

not worth the risk that racist behavior might surface.  I seem to have become more thin-skinned 

about this with age.  But for years I'd wrestled with different ways of forestalling these unwanted 

discoveries.  When I was younger I was too flustered to say anything (which still sometimes 

happens when my guard is down), and would be left feeling compromised and cowardly for not 

standing up for myself.  Or I'd express my objections in an abstract form, without making 

reference to my own racial identity, and watch the discussion degenerate into an academic 

squabble about the meaning of certain words, whether a certain epithet is really racist, the role of 

good intentions, whether to refer to someone as a "jungle bunny" might not be a back-handed 

complement, and so forth.  Or I'd express my objections in a personal form, using that most 

unfortunate moment to let the speaker know I was black, thus traumatizing myself and everyone 

else present and ruining the occasion.  Finally I felt I had no choice but to do everything I could, 

either verbally or through trusted friends or through my work, to confront this matter head-on 

and issue advance warning to new white acquaintances, both actual and potential, that I identify 

myself as black; in effect, to "proclaim that fact from the house-top" (forgive me, Malcolm, for 

blowing my cover). 

 

 "I tell Mr. Leroy, " said Miss Delany, "that ... he must put a label on himself, saying 'I 

am a colored man,' to prevent annoyance." 

Harper, Iola Leroy, 245 
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 Of course this method is not foolproof.  Among the benefits is that it puts the burden of 

vigilance on the white person rather than on me – the same vigilance she exercises in the presence 

of a visibly black person (but even this doesn't always work: some whites simply can't take my 

avowed racial affiliation at face value, and react to what they see rather than what I say).  And 

because my public avowal of my racial identity almost invariably elicits all the stereotypically 

racist behavior that visibly black people always confront, some blacks feel less of a need to 

administer the Suffering Test of blackness.  Among the costs is that I've lost other white friends 

who are antagonized by what they see as my manipulating their liberal guilt or good will, or 

turning my racial identity into an exploitable profession, or advertising myself in an unseemly 

manner, or making a big to-do about nothing.  They are among those who would prefer to leave 

the whole matter of race – and, by implication, the racism of their own behavior – shrouded in 

silence.   

 

 But I've learned that there is no "right" way of managing the issue of my racial identity, 

no way that will not offend or alienate someone, because my designated racial identity itself 

exposes the very concept of racial classification as the offensive and irrational instrument of 

racism it is.  We see this in the history of the classifying terms variously used to designate those 

brought as slaves to this country and their offspring:  first "blacks", then "darkies", then 

"Negroes", then "colored people", then "blacks" again, then "Afro-Americans", then "people of 

color", now "African-Americans".  Why is it that we can't seem to get it right, once and for all?  

The reason, I think, is that it doesn't really matter what term we use to designate those who have 

inferior and disadvantaged status, because whatever term is used will eventually turn into a term 

of derision and disparagement in virtue of its reference to those who are derided and disparaged, 

and so will need to be discarded for an unsullied one.  My personal favorite is "colored" because 

of its syntactical simplicity and aesthetic connotations.  But cooking up new ways to classify 

those whom we degrade ultimately changes nothing but the vocabulary of degradation. 

 

 What joins me to other blacks, then, and other blacks to one another, is not a set of shared 

physical characteristics, for there is none that all blacks share.  Rather, it is the shared experience 

of being visually or cognitively identified as black by a white racist society, and the punitive and 

damaging effects of that identification.  This is the shared experience the Suffering Test tries to, 

and often does, elicit.   

 

 But then, of course, I have white friends who fit the prevailing stereotype of a black 

person and have similar experiences, even though they insist they are "pure" white. 

 

... it cannot be so embarrassing for a coloured man to be taken for white as for a white man to be 

taken for coloured; and I have heard of several cases of the latter kind. 

Johnson, The Autobiography of an Ex-Coloured Man, 172-3 
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 The fact is that the racial categories that purport to designate any of us are too rigid and 

oversimplified to fit anyone accurately.  But then, accuracy was never their purpose.  Since we 

are almost all in fact racial hybrids, the "one-drop" rule of black racial designation, if consistently 

applied, would either narrow the scope of ancestral legitimacy so far that it would exclude most 

of those so-called whites whose social power is most deeply entrenched, or widen it to include 

most of those who have been most severely disadvantaged by racism.  Once we get clear about 

the subtleties of who in fact we are, we then may be better able to see just what our ancestral 

entitlements actually are, and whether or to what extent they may need to be supplemented with 

additional social and legal means for implementing a just distribution of rights and benefits for 

everyone.  Not until that point, I think, when we have faced the full human and personal 

consequences of self-serving, historically entrenched social and legal conventions that in fact 

undermine the privileged interests they were designed to protect, will we be in a position to 

decide whether the very idea of racial classification is a viable one in the first place. 

 

She really thought everyone would be like her some day, neither black nor white, but something in 

between.  It might take decades or even centuries, but it would happen.  And sooner than that, 

racism and the concept of race itself would become completely obsolete. 

Perry, Another Present Era, 226 

 

 Yet it was not that Lucas made capital of his white or even his McCaslin blood, but the 

contrary.  It was as if he were not only impervious to that blood, he was indifferent to it.  He 

didn't even need to strive with it.  He didn't even have to bother to defy it.  He resisted it simply 

by being the composite of the two races which made him, simply by possessing it.  Instead of being 

at once the battleground and victim of the two strains, he was a vessel, durable, ancestryless, 

nonconductive, in which the toxin and its anti stalemated one another, seetheless, unrumored in 

the outside air. 

Faulkner, Go Down, Moses, 104 

 

 These are frightening suggestions for those whose self-worth depends on their racial and 

social status within the white community.  But no more frightening, really, than the thought of 

welcoming long-lost relatives back into the family fold, and making adjustments for their 

wellbeing accordingly.  One always has a choice as to whether to regard oneself as having lost 

something – status, if one's long-lost relatives are disreputable, or economic resources, if they are 

greedy; or as having gained something – status, if one's long-lost relatives are wise and 

interesting, or economic resources, if they are able-bodied and eager to work.  Only for those 

whose self-worth strictly requires the exclusion of others viewed as inferior will these 

psychologically and emotionally difficult choices be impossible.  This, I think, is part of why 

some whites feel so uneasy in my presence:  Condescension or disregard seems inappropriate in 
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light of my demeanor, whereas a hearty invitation into the exclusive inner circle seems equally 

inappropriate in light of my designated race.  Someone who has no further social resources for 

dealing with other people besides condescension or disregard on the one hand and clubbish 

familiarity on the other is bound to feel at a loss when race provides no excuse for the former 

because of demeanor, whereas demeanor provides no excuse for the latter because of race.  So no 

matter what I do or do not do about my racial identity, someone is bound to feel uncomfortable.  

But I have resolved that it is no longer going to be me. 

 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 
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